Sun in Aquarius/Moon in Scorpio:
Free Spirit
You will not be told what to do or how to handle your life. Regardless of the number of
mistakes, the responsibility is all yours in the end. Rarely listening to the counsel of
others, you follow your distinctive path in life. However your obstinate pride can be
your ruin because there is a fundamental clash in your combination. On those you
encounter, you always leave an enduring and forceful feeling. You are a bit too
charismatic to be a plus in your character. The impression you leave will be either
great or awful, because there is nothing middle-of-the-road about you. Actually,
extremism is the most significant trait of the Aquarius-Scorpio. Stubbornness is your
negative, but you have very strong needs, unbelievable determination, and a huge
respect for your own freedom. Your Scorpio Moon is sharp and a bit self-centered but
an Aquarius Sun gives you powerful compassion and a need to serve society. Thus,
you are never certain whether to just work towards fulfilling your own desires or follow
the call of your lofty ideals. Most Aquarius- Scorpios decide to fulfill the demands of
their egos and frequently, guilt is the consequence. As with all those with a Moon in
Scorpio, you are always evolving and have the facility to come back from defeat.
There is a marked sense of mission and strong creative brilliance in some very
evolved Aquarius-Scorpios. It is entirely possible for a Scorpio Moon to strengthen,
inspire and uplift Aquarians. This can lead to a humanism that produces innovative
scientists, thinkers, or reformers. But first, materialism must be conquered. You want
comfort and acknowledgment above all, but in chasing your goals and dreams, you
may lose perspective, becoming selfish and even cruel. While you are willing to
experiment and are flexible, your Scorpio Moon gives you innate prejudices and
entrenched beliefs. Some of them are a bit wild. You can become puzzled and irate
when you note that others do not share them. Your signs are both fixed signs, which
says that when things get difficult, rather than be flexible, you are more likely to break,
and take out your anger on others. Developing a more relaxed and, especially,
tolerant viewpoint is important. Emotional inflexibility and a sanctimonious attitude are
not productive. The good news is, you have the capability to renew yourself.

